ITES 2021 : The South China Manufacturing Bench-marking Event Was Successfully Closed in April
On April 2, 2021 Shenzhen International Industrial Manufacturing Technology and Equipment
Exhibition (ITES 2021) was successfully closed in Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center.
ITES 2021 is committed to building a professional industrial communication platform that connects
to the upstream and downstream of the manufacturing industry, providing insights into the
industry.
With 240,000 square meters show area, ITES 2021 gathers over 2,111 well-known overseas and
domestic industrial manufacturers and suppliers from 21 countries and regions, showcasing
high-end products and technology in the manufacturing industry, covering various machine tools,
cutting tools, measuring tools, robotics, electronic manufacturing equipment, and a wide range of
precision components. Also, the 4-day exhibition has attracted 140,765 professional visitors to
participate.

New Exhibitors Participant in ITES 2021
In 2021, ITES featured 5 theme exhibitions, including metal cutting machine tools, metal forming
machine tools, robotics and automation equipment, industrial supply, and electronics intelligent
manufacturing. The exhibiting scale of ITES reached a new record of 240,000 square meters, and
the number of exhibitors doubled, which reached 2,111. ITES 2021 has welcomed many new
exhibitors, such as Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, You Ji Machine Industrial Co., Ltd.,
Willemin-Macodel SA, Erowa, Bosch Rexroth, Trumpf, HG Laser, Accurpress, Estun Automation,
Desoutter, Misumi, JAKA Robotics, Shanghai Seer Intelligent Technology Corporation, Sanyo Denki,
Phoenix Contact, Lenze, Guhring, Parfaite Tool, HPMT Industries Sdn Bhd, Multiway Robotics,

Gutian, Hema Zhao, PMI Group, TD Group, Fushun Special Steel Co., Ltd., Toyo Automation Co., Ltd.,
Hano, etc. In addition, more than 1,500 sets of medium and large equipment displayed onsite,
which shows the cutting-edge technologies and products of the manufacturing industry.

New Products Launch in ITES 2021
As the first large-scale exhibition of the equipment manufacturing industry in South China of 2021,
ITES showcased innovative achievements in the field of advanced manufacturing industry. Besides,
many globally well-known companies considered ITES a premium platform for displaying and
launching new products. In ITES 2021, new products released by GF Solutions (Mikron MILL P 500
Vertical 3-axis Machining Center), Makino (New V80S 5-axis Machining Center), Trumpf (Smart
High-efficiency Laser Welding System), Bystronic (New Automation Solution), Kawasaki Robotics
(Over 10 new robotics ), etc attract many visitors' attentions.
Brand New Industry Summits
In ITES 2021, a brand-new exhibition model of “exhibition + conference” was created by ITES, and
has become another major highlight of ITES. Focused on the fields of medical devices, new energy,
electronic intelligent manufacturing, battery technology, and mold manufacturing, the 5 series of
industry summits have a strong guest lineup, high quality speeches, and professional organization,
which attracted 9,183 professional audiences to attend, providing a professional and orderly
communication platform for the future layout of enterprises.

About ITES
Shenzhen International Industrial Manufacturing Technology and Equipment Exhibition (ITES) is
jointly run by Shenzhen Huanyue Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. and Shenzhen Xieguang
Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. It is a professional exhibition of large-scale in the field of
manufacturing in South China with 22 years of history. It has developed into an international
professional exhibition authorized by UFI and BPA. In 2022, ITES will be held on Mar. 30th - Apr. 2nd,
and will cover 5 themed exhibitions including metal cutting machine tool, metal forming machine
tool, robotics & automation equipment, industrial supply, electronics intelligent manufacturing
show.
For more details about ITES, please visit ITES website: https://www.iteschina.com/en.
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